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ABSTRACT

The data of recent single-tag-two-photon experiments indicating noticeable
-^ 4e^ -predictions

excess in (R ) over fractionally charged quark-parton model is studied from the
TT

point of view of its implications on the gauge integer charge quark model. Focussing

attention on the region of p exceeding abou1" ") GeV, where higher order QCD and non

perturbative effects might be expected to be S M 1 i , it is noted that this excess

2

and its Q dependence can be attributed to the presence of a colour component in

the electromagnetic current provided the effective mass of the gluon lies between

about 150 to 350 MeV, Accurate measurements of R in the high p region (pm>, 5 GeV)
yy T T

are crucial for an unambiguous distinction between fcq and gauge-icq models*
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I. It has been noted for some time that the standard low energy symmetry

col
SU(2) x U{1) x SU(3) , depending upon the pattern of spontaneous symmetry breaking,

can lead to either the familiar fractionally charged quarks or to integer charge

quarks . We refer to these two cases as gauge fcq (or simply fcq) and gauge icq

(or simply icq) respectively

3)
It has also long been emphasized by a number of authors that two photon

experiments (e.g. e e + e e + X) have the unique feature that they can help

distinguish between these two important alternatives even if the centre-of-mass

F2)
energies lie below threshold for physical colour production . These two-photon

experiments carried out at PETRA have matured over the past few years. While the

bulk of the data is of the no-tag variety corresponding to both virtual photons

2 2
being nearly real (|q t ~ I 3 | K 0 ) , a certain amount of single-tag data with

2 2 1 2 F3)
|q |sO and |q | i 0.3 GeV was obtained by the Jade and Tasso groups earlier

2
However, most recently a good sample of single-tag data corresponding to|q \~ 0 and

2 2
for the first time|q | varying over the bins (0.1-O.4), (0.5-1) and (10-18) GeV

with p ranging upto « 5 GeV, was presented recently by the PLUTO group , This

<• let
data shows marked excess bv factors of 2-4 in R over the free quark-parton model

prediction for p T as high as at least 3 to li GeV and

(QPM); RJ e t = + jet +

GeV2. Here,

and R^ (QPM) is the prediction of the naive parton model based on fractionally
1 et

charged quarks for H
YY

The excess in R progressively drops and tends to be

2 2
insignificant within experimental errors with | q | exceeding 1 GeV , Whether the

excess persists, at least to a noticeable extent at large p >, 5 GeV for small

| q | , is unclear due to relatively large errors in the data for this region. The

purpose of this note is to analyze the implications of this excess, especially for

p exceeding 2.5-3 GeV, where effects of higher order QCD and other non-perturbative
F4)

or hadronization effects might have been expected to be relatively small , on the

gauge icq model. Including contributions to the 2 T process from quark as well as

gluon partons, which contain four charged and four neutral members in the gauge

icq model, we observe that the excess and the q dependence in R
1 i

can be
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attributed to the colour component of the electromagnetic current of the gauge

icq model, provided the effective mass of the gluon (m ) lies in the range

150 MeV^ m .< 400 MeV. Conscious of the fact that the effects of higher order

QCD and non-perturbative hadronic corrections may conceivably be unexpectedly

large for 2 y process, we argue that an unambiguous distinction between fcq ->r.d

gauge icq can be drawn provided an improvement in our theoretical understanding

of nigher order QCD and non-perturbative effects for the medium high p and small
2 is made „ <et

 T

|q I regime/and/or R is measured accurately for the high p > 5 GeV small
1 J> YY T ~

!qf| region

component of the electromagnetic charge (0 ) are mediated by photon as well as

n ° 7)
U gluons(see Fig. l). The two exchanges lead to amplitudes which tend to cancel

each other; their combined effect is proportional to the difference of their

propagators multiplying g -

i I
._ 1

II. Salient features of the gauge ICQ model; Let us recall, for clarity, certain

Here m is the effective gluon mass. Note the factor

salient features of the gauge icq model and its distinctions from the fcq model on

Fl)
the one hand and the naive icq model on the other. Both gauge fcq and gauge icq

models have their origin within the standard low energy gauge symmetry SU(2) x U{1) x
Lcol.

x SU(3) . Following the familiar Higgs-Kihble-Englert-Brout mechanism,

SU(2) x U(l) breaks spontaneously by a scale of order 100 GeV to U(l) . The
L f

symmetry u(l) assigns familiar fractional charges to quarks. The gauge particle

associated with U(l) may be called the "flavour-photon" A . For the case of fctj,

the residual symmetry SU(3) x U(l) remains exact; the gluons remain massless

col emand uncharged. For the case of icq on the other hand, SU(3) x U(l) breaks

spontaneously but softly by a VeV << 1 GeV into U(l) ; the gluons acquire a light

Lagrangian mass (<<1 GeV). The flavour-photon A of U(l) mixes spontaneously
0

with one member U of the gluon octet, so that only a linear combination
0

A = A cos $ + 1 1 sin 0 remains massless and defines the physical photon, while the

orthogonal combination U = -A sin $ + U cos^ becomes massive like the other gluons.

Here sin $ is determined by the ratio of the relevant gauge coupling constants.

The charge Q associated with A has a flavour (Q ) as well as a colour (Q ) component,

with the result that quarks carrying flavour and colour possess integer charges,

while the gluon octet has four neutral and four charged members (charges ± 1 ) .

Three special features of the gauge theory of icq are:

i) Quark as well as charged gluon "partons" contribute in deep inelastic

processes involving photon probes (see Fig. 1).

ii) Lepton-hadron processes involving contributions from the colour

2 _2 "the

which provides a damping for large | q |>> m for contributions fromtcolour component

of electromagnetic charge Q .

iii) Due to this propagator damping, the contribution of the quark partons

through the colour component of their electromagnetic charge (i.e. Q ) to 2y processes
2 -2

die out asymptotically for | q. | /m >> 1, On the other hand, the contributions of
the gluon partons survive in a scale invariant form in the asymptotic region, i.e.

2 2 2
for I q I and p -• ». This is because the strongly momentum dependent term (p p /m )

I ' T (i v V

arising in the polarization sums of the massive spin-1 gluons compensates for the

propagator damping. (These asymptotic gluonic contributions are unfortunately

F6)
typically rather small , however, compared to the fcq parton contributions.)

We mention in passing that none of these features are shared by the Han-
2) the

Nambu integer charge quark model (naive icq), in which/ photon is introduced into

the basic Lagrangian so as to assign integer charges to quarks explicitly from the

beginning; thereby SU(3) is broken explicitly (rather than spontaneously)in this
col

model. If one wishes to introduce SU(3) gauge interactions into the model to

derive certain benefits of QCD, the corresponding Lagrangian would not be re-

normalizable. There is no analogue of y-D cancellation and, therefore, propagator-

damping in this model. Thus, unlike the case of gauge icq, (H ) colour should
TT

- 3 -
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survive in the case of naive icq at high I q ' •• i GeV and high p without an.y

|q | and p dependence. For energies below threshold for physical colour production,
T 3) " F7)

one would thus expect on the basis of qq contribution alone

(C) io (2)

5)
This is almost a factor of 3 higher than the value reported by the PLUTO group

2 2
for the momentum range 10 < |q i < 18 GeV . Thus two-photon data seem to rule

out the naive icq model with the assumption that parton model-like analysis applies to

the model.

It is wurtn noting that fcq and gauge icq theories essentially coincide

in their predictions for (i) hadron spectroscopy on the one hand and (ii) deep

inelastic single photon, single W and single Z exchange processes at energies below

threshold for colour-production, on the other. Analysis of n'» 2 Y etc. is uncertain

8}
due to PCAC extrapolation, needed for icq

III. Parton model formulae for the 2if processes for the gauge ICQ model:

The quark parton contributions to the 2y process for the gauge icq model

have been calculated in Refs. (9)-(12); the gluon contributions to the same process

2 2
in particular for the no-tag case (i.e. | q |e|q | K 0) have been calculated in Ref.

(10) and those for the single and double tag cases (i.e. | q | £ 0 and | q | = 0

or ^ O) have been calculated in Refs.(11) and (12) under the assumption that

2 2 — 2 2 2 2
( q I ,|q | , m and m << W and p . Here m denotes the effective mass of the

1 2 U Q T o

left over Higgs particles, stemming from the multiplet which triggers spontaneous

breaking of SU(3) x U(l) ; W is the invariant mass of the hadrons produced in

the 2y process and p is defined in the standard way as the momentum of one of the

jets perpendicular to the YY C M axis. Since in this note we wish to discuss specifically

the implications of the single-tag data, we follow the results obtained in Ref. (12)

for the gluon contribution, while those for the quark-pair contribution may be found

in Refs. (9)-(12). Consider the process

as well as the corresponding gluon-pair production process in which qq is replaced

by W with identical momentum labels (see Fig. 1). For the gauge icq model, each

Y* is accompanied by the corresponding process with r*being replaced by its orthogonal

gluon partner IT (see Fig. 1); the net effect of Y * and U exchanges is to replace the

2 2 2 2
virtual photon propagator {1/q ) by {1/q )fl (q 7m-)(see Eq. (1)). The differential

cross-section for qq pair production below threshold for physical colour production

(i.e. for qq being produced only in the colour singlet state) is given by Refs.

,„> ,._,F8)

£ * .

where

rV P*
, X L T , s-

12.
Q, (4)
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Here Q denotes the flavour charge for the quark of flavour f, while n denotes L*-j-̂ - -

the number of flavours being excited. Thus Q = (~, - ~ , - —, ~) for f = u,d,s,c.
I J j o 3

For this system n = 4. Note that the first term in the square bracket in (3),

which contains explicitly the factor 3 due to three colours, equals 34/27, which is

the familiar contribution from fcq partons. The second term in the square bracket J.
2 ?

arises from an interference between (Q ) and (Q ) "terms in the cross section, while ^ -*• L. J —^ i

f c S Iton ^VL

the third term corresponds to Q term in the cross section. Here Q and 0 denote

the flavour and colour components of electromagnetic charge respectively. In (3), f2-i

the appropriate projections for colour singlet states have been made. Note that &1

in the limit (i ,fl ) - * ! , which corresponds to the naive-icq theory, the second
4 4 1 4 56 r.

plus third terms reduce to (-} (- + -).2 + ( — - ). 4 = — for n - 4, which when T -
3 9 y 27 27 i "̂* j L*

added to the first term (34/27) gives the familiar contribution of (10/3) for the
2

naive-icq theory. For our case, of course, i approach unity only when Q *0 .
2 ' 2 '

For single-tag experiments 0 c 0; thus A * 1, but Q can far exceed
-2 2 C
m <<1 GeV , and accordingly A can be much less than unity. This is what provides ^ LT

2
the damping at high Q for contributions from Q through quark partons.

The Born diagrams for gluon pair-productionT*T*+ W must have not only

V-exchange, but also coloured Higgs-exchange for good high energy behaviour. Including '-'-•
these, the differential cross-section for charged gluon pair production below u. ,., - v

1?)
threshold for physical colour production is given by

&*rr" . .. , !. . *,-'i
V V , _4,.t

(5)

(7)

The function f has been defined before (see Eq. (4)). The functions g,h and I are

(6)
2 2 - 2 2

Under the approximation Q , Q , m , m « q .q ,q .k ,q .k ( which are satisfied if

Q ,Q , m , m « p ), and for the case of available energy lying below threshold for J_ [Jk. i^i) ' • " 1 "''' '/ i V V J . t°J
1 2 H T 12) F9)

physical colour production, C , etc. are given by
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The quantity (y + —) is given by

V-1 -2
PT"

v
0)

(ii) One can attribute the entire excess In observed R over fcq values,
TT

at medium or relatively large values of p exceeding 2.5 GeV, to the presence of a

colour component in the electromagnetic current as in the gauge-icq model, provided

the effective mass of the gluon in lies around 200-300 MeV. A glance at Fig. 2

and the table in fact permits one to set approximate lower and upper limits on m :

Using these expressions for qq and VV contributions, we calculate R
,

176 MeV £ ro < 350 MeV. (11)

which is defined by

(10)

2 2
We integrate over 0 bins (0.1-0.4), (0.4-1.0) and (1.0 to 10) GeV . The first

two correspond to the bins for the data presented by the PLUTO group. The third one

2 2
suffices to give a good indication for what one should expect at high Q »1 GeV

for the predictions of the gauge icq model. Since the second lepton is not tagged,

2 2 2
we integrate over Q from m to 0.1 GeV . We take E = 17.5 GeV, i.e. /TT = 35 GeV

2 e beam

to compare our predictions with PLUTO data. Essentially the only parameter in

the calculation is the effective mass of the gluon m . Consistent with general

arguments that it should be much less than 1 GeV, we consider a range of values of

m
n lying below 1 GeV. The results of our calculation are presented in Table 1.

A sample of these re&ults are presented in Figs. 2 and 3, where we compare the
Fll) 2

predictions with the PLUTO data for the two low Q bins. A glance at the

table and the figures prompt us to make the following remarks:

(i) It is clear that gauge-icq, including qq and gluon contributions can

lead to a significant increase In R over the foq prediction even at large p , as
2 Y T -2 T

long as Q is not ton large compared to m . This increase has the qualitative feature
2 •J

that it must rapidly diminish with increasing Q . The excess in PLUTO data in R
1 YT

over fcq values (see Fig. 2) seems to exhibit precisely the same qualitative

behaviour.

In setting these approximate limits, we have naturally given greater weight to the

meaningfulness of our comparison of the theoretical predictions with the data in

the high p region (p >3 GeV). While the gauge icq model can be used to account

for the excess in R over the prediction of fcq model In the relatively large p

region (>,3 GeV), there would remain an excess in the low p region(l-2.5 GeV, say).

The excess in this latter region, we believe, can well be attributed to non-perturbative

effects (hadronic component of the photon) and higher twist or higher order QCD

corrections, where they are expected to be important, and where, by contrast,

parton-model description will cease to apply.

It is indeed unfortunate that despite the beautiful analysis carried out

by the PLUTO group, with a significant reduction of errors in the high Q LAT data,

there exist rather large errors in R at high p » 5 GeV for the low Q bins.
TT T

This is precisely the region where the gauge-icq and fcq still differ significantly

in their predictions, and where non-perturbative and higher order QCD corrections

might be expected to be small. We are aware that we are using free quark-parton

model. Leading order QCD or higher order QCD corrections can lead to somewhat different

results.
The purpose of this note has been to draw attention to the fact that the

*J i e t
PLUTO data exh ib i t ing excess in R need JB.I1 .-all Tor an addi t ion of the phenomenological

TT
generalized vector dominance model (GVDM) on top of quark parton-contributions

especially in the medium of high p region i• 3 GeV). The excess may have fundamental

implications, including the possible presence of a colour component in the electro-

magnetic current. To distinguish unambiguously between fcq and gauge icq, however,

one will need an improvement in one's theoretical understanding of non-perturbative

and higher order QCD corrections for the medium high p and small Q. region and/or

- 10 -



accurate measurements of H for the high p j 5 GeV and small Q. region. We hope

that such measurements will be given priority at PETRA and the forthcoming PEP-

studies.
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Addendum

After this manuscript was written, we were kindly informed by S. Cartwright

and A. Tylka that the error bars presented at the Brighton Conference for R

{Ref. 5), which are reproduced in our Figures 2 a and b, should be increased by a

factor of /~2. This corrected version will appear in the Proceedings of the

Conference. Furthermore, due to particle losses, the measured jet-p is on the

average less than the true parton p {i.e. measured p =i(0.7S) x true p ), These

facts and also the fact that we have neglected quark-masses would change our

numerical results somewhat in that the lower bound on m would be reduced to about

150 MeV. But our main conclusions would remain unaltered, since most of the

modifications occur at low p <2 GeV, and we based our conclusions on the region of

p >2.5 GeV.
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FOOTNOTES

Fl) The gauge icq theory differs in some crucial aspects from the naive icq
2)

theory of Han and Nambu owing primarily to the fact that the former arising

from a spontaneously broken gauge theory is renormalizable, while the latter

involving explicit breaking of colour through electromagnetism is not. See

remarks later for some distinctions arising on this count. Often experimental

results are compared to this so-called naive icq-theory.

F2) By contrast, single photon experiments (e.g. e«»e t X, e e * X. etc) are

of
sensitive to the issue^fractional versus integer quark charges only at energies

above threshold for physical colour production. From the lackofa significant
the

rise in structure functions and R, one can deduce (see Ref. 4) that physical

colour threshold liea above 10-12 GeV.

F3) Analysis of no-tag plus single tag unpublished data of PLUTO has been carried

out by A. Janah (Ref. 10) with the conclusion that the excess in cross-section

reflected by this data over the free quark parton model for fcq for p as large

as 4 GeV may be understood in terms of the gauge icq niodel. T. Jayaraman et al,

(Refs.ll and 12) analysed the published JADE and TASSO-data and showed that the

gauge ieq-model is consistent with these data provided the gluon mass m ̂  175-200

MeV.

F4) It has generally been argued that for two photon processes, noticing that

2 2 2 2

Euclidean q and q are large even if Hinkowski [ q | and|q | are small compared

to 1 GeV, leading order QCD and therefore to a good extent the free quark parton

model might be expected to give sensible answers, good to at least within 50 %

(say) as long as p of the jet is sufficiently large compared to 1 GeV {see

Ref. 6).

FS) The Lagrangian mass may be defined at a subtraction point greater than 1 GeV.

This should be distinguished from the effective constituent and "liberated"

masses which contain non-perturbative infra-red effects as in the case of quark

masses.

F6) For example, for e e » X, the asymptotic gluon contribution to R is only 1/8,

while the contribution of (u,d,s,c) quarks with fractional charges to fi is

10/3. For 2y processes we have made an estimate of gluon contribution to R

in the "asymptotic" region (i.e. I q. I » n^, PT » 1 GeV ) with E C M lying belov

threshold for colour production. We find this contribution to be less than about

15% of fcq contribution to R .An exact value will be given elsewhere. Suffice

it to say that in practice one cannot rely on the truly asymptotic region, i.e.

? 2 2 —2
| q. | and p » 1 GeV » m to distinguish between fcq and gauge icq models,

since in this region the predictions of the two models agree within 10-15%.

One must therefore, await the availability of accurate data in the partial

? 2
asymptotic region, i.e. p » 1 GeV, but | q[|-<l GeV , to distinguish unambiguously

between these models.

F7) If one did include the charged gluon parton contribution to R in the naive icq

model, noting that the gluons in this case must have mass, but there is no

propagator damping in this model, one would obtain violent high energy behaviour
4 4

from such contributions with terras of the type (W /m ) in the cross sections.

This is simply a reflection of the non-renormalizability of the model in the

presence of SU(3) gauge interactions

FS) We consistently use the conri 11 . • ••
2 2 -2 2 2 2
| ,|q | , m , m << W and p . For the

1 2 U o 1

case of qq - production, this ,J;-. mt •• to using the equivalent photon-approximation,

except that we retain the q -dependent factors of & . For gluon pair production,

however, our approximation is not as drastic as the equivalent photon-approximation,

since we do not neglect | q [/ m ( see Rpf.l3J.

F9) While the leading terms are independent of the Higgs structure, certain non-
2

leading terms, especially those dependent on mv , can depend upon the Higgs

structure. The expressions quoted are for the case of (3* + 3* + 3*)-multiplet

C C

of SU(3) being responsible for SU(3) breaking.

F10)In principle the Higgs mass m is a second parameter, but we expect m »• m^. In

any case our predictions are insensitive to m varying over a large range. For
definiteness, we set m = m- .

a U

Fll) One must be aware that PLUTO experiment measures

R j e t = (da/dt) (Yy * jet + X)/(do/dt (TT * qq)),
11

which may be somewhat different from R defined strictly by 2-jet events

(see Eq. (10)). Thus for a proper comparison with theoretical predictions, one

must either take only high p >5 GeV (say), or wait till R is measured.

- 13 - - 14 -
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0 . 2

0 . 3
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0.2U
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5 GeV
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3.1*6

5.13
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PT = 3.5

l . Q l l
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1.51
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VV
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3.11

U.ltl

GeV

Total
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3.16
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PT = 5.0 GeV
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0.11

0.2ll

0.U8

0.86

1.37

Total

1.11

1.29

i.6o

2.06

2.66

Values for H • for O.lt < Q2 < 1.0 (GeV)2
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fi.gs.1 (a) , (b), (c) : Contributions t o e e * e e + X from qq and VV-partons in

gauge JCQ-Model. Higgs-exchange is not shown,but it is included in our

calculations.

Figs.2 (a) and (b): Data points for R against p for the two Q -bins represent

YT T

preliminary PLUTO-data, as presented at the Brighton Conference (Ref. 5;

see Addendum for correction on error bars). Solid curves represent

predictions for R, w of the gauge-ICQ model for different values of the

effective mass of the gluon m (see text). The dotted ends of the solid
curves are meant to signify that theoretical parton-model based predictions

are not expected to hold for p <2 GeV. The dotted lines at the bottom in

Figs. 2 a and b denote predictions of FCQ~model with four flavours (u,d,s,c).
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0.1<Q2<0.4 IGeV)2
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